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LOCAL EFFECTS OF PARTLY-CLOUDY SASS
ON SOLAR AND EMITTED RADIATIONS

D. A. Whitney
Department of Physics and

Engineering Studies

ABSTRACT

The first year of the proposed three year research project has now

elapsed. Solar radiation measurements are now being made on a routine

basis. Global solar, atmospheric emitted, downwelled diffuse solar, and

direct solar radiation measurement systems are now fully operational with

the first two already in routine continuous operation. Fractional cloud

cover measurements can be made from GOES imagery or from ground based

whole sky photographs. Normalized global solar irradiance values for partly-

cloudy skies have been correlated to fractional cloud cover. Phase I ob-

jectives have been attained for global and atmospheric eesitted radiation.
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INTRODUCTION

The first year of the proposed three -year research effort has now

)sen completed. The main objective of the initial grant period was to

:orrelate fractional cloud cover with various components of downwelled solar

radiation. A measurement program was initiated to provide data for the

levelopment and testing of later phases of this project.

There are three essential components to this first phase of the pro-

act: (1) solar and atmospheric radiation measurements; (2) fractional

cloud cover determinations; and (3) data analysis and correlations. The

progress made in each of these components is discussed in detail in the

following sections.
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I. SOLAR RADIATION MEASUREMENT PROORAM
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The site for solar sad atmospheric radiation measurements wu established

at the Physics Department building, Turner gall, on the carpus of Hampton

Institute - latitude 37.02° N. longitude 76.31° W, and elevation 24 meters.i
The radiation sensors are located at the top of an observation tower (Figures

1 and 2) which was built to obtain an unobstructed field of view for the radiation

sensors. A field of view survey from atop the tower, showed that only two obstruc-

tions, a radio tower and a smoke stack, have elevations above the horizon greater

than five degrees. There are an -obstructions higher than ten degrees in elevation.

The tower is six meters in he-pit and was constructed with weather-treated lumber

for durability. At the top of the tower, one aster above a standing platform,

there is a five square meter working surface which provUes room for up to six

radiometers and an all sky camera assembly. The observation tower was completed

February 15, 1981.

Electrical power connections for 110 V ac is scheduled for installation

during August 1981. This installation was projected for the spring but has

been delayed. Electricity is needed to supply power to operate the solar

trackers,, radiometer control units, and other support instrumentation. Extension

cords are presently being used to provide power. Bendix weather-proof electrical

connectors and individually shielded signal cables were installed leading from

the sensors to the recording system in the solar measurement laboratory located

on the third floor of Turner Hall. Preliminary instrumentation checkouts were

conducted during December 1980 and January 1981. The available instrumentation,

data handling procedure, data storage and quality control are discussed in the

bections below.
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A. Instrumentation

The instrumentation chosen for this project will provide accurate ground

based measurements of solar and atmospheric radiation. Iustrumentation to

obtain atmospheric turbidity and precipitable water is also available.

Table I lists the available instrumentation as well as the measurement
wavelength ranges. Table II shows our measurement capability and sampling

Information

1. The Eppley Precision Spectral Pyranometer (PSP)

There are two Eppley PSP s available to obtain measurements of

global solar and diffuse solar irradiance in the wavelength range of

0.285um to 2.8um. The Eppley PSP is a durable instrument with an accuracy

of + 2% for solar zenith angles ranging from 0 to 70 degrees, and temperatures

ranging from -200C to 400C. It has a time constant of one second. This

Instrument is widely used in DOE (Ryaner) and NWS (Baker) solar measurement

networks. The maintenance schedule for the Eppley PSP includes daily clean-

ing of the glass dome, checking for levelness, and periodic changing of the

desicant. The Eppley PSP can be seen in Figure 1 at the far left of the

platf.)rm.

Global solar radiation is the combination of downward direct and dif-

fuse solar radiation as received on a horizontal surface within a solid

angle of 2 n steradians. Global measurements have been made on a continuous

basis since February 17, 1981. Several minor interruptions in continuous

measurement have been caused by electrical power failures, system calibra-

tions, and routine maintenance.

Diffuse solar radiation measurements are performed with the Eppley PSP

shaded from the direct solar beam by using a shadow band, or by using an

occulting disk mounted on a solar tracker. The occulting disk tracker

instr~nt requires a special support unit to allow the tracker
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to rotate the disk 3600 around the PSP without obstruction during each

twenty-four hour period. This assembly is shown in Bigure 2 and is located at the

northeast corner of the platform. The occulting disk instrument is used

at this station to measure diffuse radiation because it eliminates the

encertainty involved in applying shadow band corrections which are only

valid for "average cloudy conditions" (Drummond, Eppley).

The occulting disk-solar tracker assembly was installed in June. Dif-

fuse radiation measurements have been made on a part-time basis to properly

align the solar tracker system. Tracking from sunrise to sunset requires

exact alignment in the north-south direction, as well as the exact de-

clination and latitude settings. Continuous operation is expected to begin

in August 1981 when electrical power is permanently available at the measure-

ment platform it: weatherproof outlets.

2. The Eppley Precision Infrared Radiometer (PIR)

The Eppley PIR is used to obtain measurements of downward atmospheric

or longwave radiation in the wavelength range of 4.011m to 50µm. To pro-

tect the sensor,the instrument uses a silicon hemisphere which is uniformly

transparent over the region of lum to 40µm. An interference filter, with a

transmittance cut off between 3 microns and 4 microns is vacuum deposited

on the inner surface of the silicon hemisphere. 	 The sensor incorporates

a battery operated temperature compensation circuit to compensate for radia-

tion lost due to sensor temperature. It has an accuracy of + 7% for all

solar zenith angles and a working temperature range of -20 0C to 4000. In

t
	 Figure 1. the PIR is the second instrument from the left.

Atmospheric infrared radiation measurements have been made on a continuous

basis since March 18, 1981. The regular maintenance schedule includes

daily cleaning of the hemisphere and checking of the level. Monthly checks
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of battery output and deaicant are also performed. A few power failures#

a battery failure t and scheduled calibrations have interrupted continuous

measurement.

3. The Eppley Wamal Incidence Pyrheliometer (NIP)

The Eppley NIP is used to measure direct solar radiation in the

wavelength range 0.285µm to 4.5µm. The instrument is designed so that

only direct radiation from the sun and some circumsolar radiation is permitted

to fall on the receiver. The circumsolar radiation results from the fact

that the field of view of the instrument is 5.7 degrees while the sun sub-

tends an angle of only 0.5 degess. The instrument has an accuracy of + lI

from — 20oC to 400C. Spectral components of direct solar radiation can

be measured using a filter wheel mounted on the front of the instrument.

The NIP is shown in Figure 1 at the far right.

Measurements of direct radiation have been made periodically since

May. Continuous measurements will begin in August when the permanent ac

power is installed. Regular maintenance includes daily declination align-

ment and lens cleaning.

4. The Eppley Hickey-Frieden Absolute Cavity Pyrheliometer

An Eppley H-F pyrheliometer has been obtained for sensor cali-

brations and future experimental work. It incorporates a self-calibracing

sensor and control unit. The sensor is the same type as that employed in

the solar constant monitor on the NIMBUS-7 satellite. The instrument

measures direct solar radiation in the wavelength range of lose than 0.2µm

to greater than 50um. It has a 8.5 degree field of view and a time con-

:taut of 1 second. This instrument is the same as that used by Epple,•

Laboratory to calibrate the NIP's. The instrument will not be used on a

continuous basis, but will be periodically used for calibration of
^' 7
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other sensors.

5. The Vols Sunphotometer

The Volz Sunphotometer is used to measure turbidity at 500 M.

aerosol extinction coefficients at 390 nm and 875 nm, and for precipitable

mater. Direct solar radiation is measured using a silicon photocell and nar-

row band transmission filters centered at 380, 500, 875 and 945 nm. Measure-

meats are made at approximately one hour intervals throughout the day.

Before May 1, 1981 data were obtained only for completely clear sky condi-

tions. After that data observations during cloudy conditions were included

If there existed no obstruction between the sun and the observer.

6. All Sky Camera System

A Ricoh RR-2, 35 mm SLR camera with an Aetna fisheye adaptor lens

is used to take ground based photographs of cloud cover. A red filter and

polarizer are used to reduce glare and to increase the contrast between

clear sky and cloud cover while a small occulting ball is used to shade the

lens from the direct sun. Black and white photographs are scheduled hourly

during the measurement period for suitable cloud conditions. Selected

photographs are enlarged and analyzed by hand for fractional cloud cover.

B. Meteorological Data

Standard hourly meteorological observations taken at Langley Air Force

Base (LAFB) are picked up on a monthly basis from the Third Weather Squad-

ron. These data include information about cloud height, cloud type, and

fractional cloud cover and are transferred from the LAFB hard copy onto

pp	 magnetic tape in proper format for analysis of cloud type frequency, frac-
C

rtonal cloud cover frequency, and other related cloud parameters. Visual

observations were made at Hampton Institute to accompany the photographs.
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C. The Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system employed to monitor the radiation sensors

Is shoran in Figure 3. It consists of an integrator-printer-recorder system

for each of the four measurements; i.e., global, diffuse, direct, and infra-

red radiations.

Each individual data acquisition system consists of an Eppley integrator

-	 matched to the radiometer, a Digitec Printer with built-in timer, and a

linear strip chart recorder channel. Each integrator is connected to a radio-

meter by shielded twisted pair cable and continanusl y monitors the sensor's

output voltage. It converts this voltage into energy received and then

displays the integrated energy total on a LED panel. At the same time, the

integrator generates an output voltage proportional to the sensor voltage.

The linear strip chart recorders are used as a back-up system to supply data

when the integrator-printer system malfunctions and as a continuous record

of the various solar energy components and atmospheric radiation.

Once an hour the Digitec printers send a signal to the integrators

which respond to this signal and transfer the data displayed on the

the LED panel back to the printer to be printed on paper tape. At midnight

(EST) each day, the integrators reset the LED displays to zero and the printers

reset the clocks to zero.

D. Calibrations

original calibrations of the Eppley PSP's is performed prior to delivery

by the Eppley Laboratory using a standard Angstrom pyrheliometer reference.

Comparison of our two instruments was made in May when the second PSP ar-

rived from Eppley. Results of this test showed that the daily total irra-

diance recorded by the two instruments agreed within 1.6% of each other v a

variance which is within the instrumental accuracy, Suggested calibration
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time is one year for the PSP's. Calibration of our first ivatrusent gill

be taken care of in October. MI.

Calibration of the Eppley NIP was perforsed by the Eppley Laboratory

prior to shipment. Once contiau.sus measurements begin, in-house calibration

will be performed using the H-F Absalute Cavity Pyrbeliomater as the standard

instrument. Calibration is scheduled on a six month basis.

Calibration of the Eppley PIE and the Vols Sunphotometer must be made

by the manufacturers. Present plans are to return these instruments for

calibration at the and of 1981 since each would have been in operation for one

year at that time.

The recorder systems are calibrated every two months. 'rho procedure

involves using a stable millivolt source to supply a known voltage to each

integrator. The integrator count rate and recorder output voltage are com-

pared to specifications. if necessary, resistors inside the integrators

are adjusted to meet the specifications set by the Eppley Laboratory.

E. Data Handling and Quality Control

A data storage procedure for the radiation data has been devised to

efficiently handle the data and ensure quality control. Printed data from the

integrators are scanned on a daily basis for missing or problem data and

incorrect timing caused by power failures and other electrical malfunctions.

Missing data are supplemented by the strip chart record when available.

The data storage scheme in Phase I of the project does not call for auto-

mation. This will be a major objective of the second phase. The data stor-

age process was established to be consistent with the data automation scheme

that will be implemented in the next phase.

Currently all radiometric data from integrators are printed on paper

tape each hour of the day. On a weekly basis, these data are manually
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^	 entered into a Tektronix 4051 microcomputer and stored on that computer's

Internal tape unit. The raw data files include integrated radionstrIc read-

outs and the. corresponding times. A computer file is generated for each

day and for each instrument. The 4051 tapes some as a temporary storage
i

medium for these data. For permanent storage the taped information Is
i

{
	 transferred via computer hookup from the 40i1 to the PDP 11 /34 mini-

` computer where data are stored on 1600 bpi magnetic tape. All preliminary

processing is done on the Tektronix 4051. Data analysis routines are done

on the PDP 11 /34 system.

Meteorological data are stored directly on the PDP 11 /34 magnetic tape

system, and these data files contain hourly weather observations for a twenty-

four hour period. All application programs utilizing these data are operated

on the PDP 11/34.

II. FRACTIONAL ::LOUD COVER DETERMINATION

The largest single effect of a cloud upon the solar radiation received

at the ground is caused by partial occlusion of the direct beam by an opaque

cloud. The cloud ' s type, density, thickness, height and reflectivity also

affect the energy received at the ground. Cloud cover composed of cumuli-

form clouds was selected for this study because of the pearly opaque optical

properties, low cloud altitude, distinct boundaries, and frequency of occur-

once. Cloud cover measurements were usually not made when cirrus, cirro-

stratus, or semi-transparent altocumulus clouds were present. With this in

mind, the term "cloud cover" will be used to mean opaque cloud cover as

opposed to total sky cover.

Fractional cloud cover can be defined for a local area by the ratio

o; cloudy area to total area, or by cloudy solid angle to total solid angle.

Tit area ratio should be valid for large ground areas or for time averaged
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1	 small areas as the clouds move around. Solid angle weighting could be use-

ful for small area and short time period measuremst comparisons; but is

not compatible with satellite viewpoints unless cloud alt.dude is readily

found. For these reasons all fractional cloud cover measurements are based

upon the definition that fractional cloud cover equzle the ratio of the

t
t

	

	 area obscured by clouds to the total area.
t

There are three different sources of fractional cloud cover vslu^ss

(1) satellite data, (2) ground baste photography, and (3) trained observers.

i
A.	 Satelli.te Deriv±d Cloud Cover

Satellite data can be used to determine fractional cloud cover by

either of two main methods. The raw brightness c'ata from each channel of

each sensor can be manipulated, interpreted, and compared to the correspond-

ing data fcr clear and totally cloudy conditions. The other method involves

the analysis of satellite imagery such aA photoprints. Fhotoprints are

generatEd from the raw data and are readily available in either positive

or negative forms for visible and infrared data. The latter approach was

chosen for the initial grant period since photos are easier to interpret

and work with.

1. Data Selection

Several sources of satellite imagery were investigated. These

Included GOES, Landsat, TIROS-N, and NITSUS. Imagery provided by GOES

East was selected subject to the requirements of (1) frequency (half-hourly

prints are available whereas Landsat makes only one pass every 18 days),

(2) full cloudiness range, and (3) convenience (our local geography is

asily distinguishable in the visible photos). GOES East-sector DA-1,

v_xible channel, 10"x10" matte finish photoprints are ordered from the

National Climatic Center, Satellite Data Services Division in Washington,
r

i
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D.C., as needed to supplement and /or compare to our ground based fractional

cloud cover measurements.

2. Photoprint Grid Design

The GOES East geosynchronous satellite is located 1° east and

37
0
 south of our measurement siti at a height of 3.6x10 7 meters. This

view of the local area causes a difference between the north-south and east-

west distance scales on the photo. A simple trigonometric calculation

predicts that the local zenith direction is 42.5° from the local GOES

satellite viewing direction. This introduces a scale factor difference of

1.36; i.e., the north-south scale factor divided by the ea-t-west scale

factor equals 1/cos 42.5°. The local horizon is circular ii shape as viewed

from the ground but is elliptical as viewed from the satellite. The circu-

lar delineator and square grids revorted in this project's semiannual report

(February 1981) were modified to account for this anisotropy.

Careful measurements of distance between local landmarks on the satellite

photos were made with a scale that was graduated with 0.1 mm divisions using

a 10 X jewelers loope. Por the 10"x10" photoprints a scale of 29.5 +

.3 km/cm along the north-south direction, and a scale of 21.8 + .2 km/cm

along the east-west direction were obtained (47.5 + .5 miles/cm and 35.0

+ .4 miles/cm, respectively). Using this information an ellipse corresponding

to a 120 km radius horizon circle can be drawn by computer on the photo-

print or on a clear plastic overlay. This horizon ellipse is then sectioned

into grids for analysis with the size of each grid determined by the analysis

method. For visual cloud estimation within each grid, a rectangular gelid

corresponding to a 24x24 km (15x15 mile) square on the ground is used.

Use of the densitometer requires a square grid which represents a 32x24 km

(20x15 mile) rectangular space on the ground. The circular densitometer
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head then corresponds to a 32s=e km ellipse at the ground. Both grids

are modifications of the grid reported in the semiannual report. An addi-

tional improvement in grid design is the location of the central grid over

the measurement site. The central grid and its nearest neighbors correspond

more closely to the normal field of view at the ground. A single grid is

large enough to include both the primary measurement site at Hampton

Institute and the supplementary visual cloud observation site at Langley

Air Force Base. The relative positions of these sites with respect to the

analysis grid is shown in Figure 4 with an "V for the Hampton Institute

site and a dot "." for the Langley Air Force Weather Office site.

3. Densitometer Analysis

Positive black and white photoprints were chosen because of the

ease of discrimination between cloud, land, and sea. Use of the positive

prints required the reflection mode of measurement instead of the trans-

mission mode. The 4.0 mm diameter ninety degree reflection head of the Photo-

dyne Model 99XL Densitometer/Beflectometer was held by hand and guided

by the 4.3 mm x 4.3 mm square grids within the horizon ellipse. Reflection

readings were taken and recorded for each grid on both a party-cloudy

photoprint and on a completely clear sky photoprint with similar ground

albedo. The difference between the totals of these readings for partly-

cloudy and completely clear prints was compared to the expected difference

between completely cloudy and completely clear totals. Thus fractional

cloud cover (f) was defined by the linear interpolation between clear and

completely cloudy totals; that is,

f = partly cloudy total-clear total
completely cloudy total-clear total
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This procedure was found to have several drawbacks which can be cate-

gorised as instrumental,, photographic, or methodological. The maximum dif-

ference between clear and cloudy reflection readings for an individual grid

was found to be less than 0.32 with an uncertainty of about 0.02 relative

units. Matte finish photos provided more sensitivity than glossy finish

prints. The actual measurement area is 1.5 mm in diameter while the sensor

head is 4.0 mm in diameter. This size difference allows some additional

uncertainty in individual measurements due to positioning within the grid

and questions regarding representativeness of the sampled area. Thus, in-

strumental uncertainties can easily contribute about ten percent of the cloudy

versus clear difference. Experimental technique minimizes most of the un-

certainties due to head orientation (the maximum reading is assumed to occur

for normal incidence) and positioning (the square grids are only a line width

large: than the reflectometer head).

Several of the problems that arise from the satellite photo are caused

by geographic locator dot placement and sensor resolution. Geographic

locater dots are meant to locate state boundaries and major lakes or water-

ways. These normally white dots are black when placed over a bright cloud

field. These dots are not uniform in size from photo to photo and are often

placed as far as 80 km (fifty miles) from their intended positions. These

position changes affect the location and number of dots. within the grids

and thus the reflection readings of clear versus cloudy skies. The location

of the dots can also affect the location of the central grid relative to the

measurement site if only the dots are used for positioning. The graininess

Of the photo is also related to sensor size and movement. In addition,

atellite sensor resolution is about 1 km, which means that small clouds

separated by large distances, and small holes in clouds, are sometimes

undetected or misrepresented.

W~



The angular dependence of ground and cloud elbedo is the pelawy source

of uncertainty inherent in the procedure. A clear day, several days array

from the selected partly cloudy photoprint, can produce several degrees

In zenith and azimuth difference in the sun's angular position. The effect

on overall brightness is evident if two photos one hour apart are compared.

The effect of different solar orientations introduces considerable uncer-

tainty in the fractional cloud cover calculation. The completely cloudy

totals are also subject to solar orientation dependence as well as individual

cloud reflectivity. The brightness of a cloud as viewed from the satellite

depends upon such factors as cloud type, density, shape, size, and height

above the ground. A considerable range in reflection readings can be ob-

tained for completely cloudy grids.

4. Visual Grid Analysis

The visual grid analysis method is simple, quick, and at least

as accurate as the densitometric method. The visible fraction of each grid

that is covered by clouds is estimated, then these fractions are averaged.

This method is advantageous because only the partly-cloudy photo has to be

analyzed. An overlay grid can be centered over the measurement site inde-

pendent of the locator dots when local geographic features are visible.

In addition, the angular dependence of sunlight reflected by the clouds is

less important. Fractional cloud cover within each grid can be estimated

to the nearest one-tenth, or better, which is more accurate than the densito-

metric method. The grids can be made rectangular to reduce the north-south

bias of the square grids. The cloud cover fraction is estimated over the

full grid area instead of a small circle within the grid and is thus more

representative of the actual cloud fraction. The visual estimate method

has one main source of uncertainty: observer bias, in addition to those
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I
inherent to low cloud and small cloud identification.

5. Results and Conclusions for Satellite Photoprint Analysis

Figure 5 compares visual and densitometric results for an August 25,

1980-1201 SST photoprint and for a March 3, 1981-0901EST photoprint. As

the number of grids is increased, both methods show the same behavior.

For the August photo, the two methods give the same fractional cloud cover

at 36 grids (a 6x6 grid square representing 192 km N-S by 144 tan 8 W cen-

tered over the primary measurement site). Both methods agree within esti-

mated experimental error for the full 68 grid analysis circle. The March

photo shows an initial increase from clear to cloudy and a general increase

as more and more grids are included for both methods. The difference in

magnitude can be assigned to the uncertainty in the clear sky values since

several clear reference grids had higher reflection readings than the cor-

responding partly cloudy grids. Using the average difference over these

clear grids as a correction for every grid yields a 5 percent cloud fraction

for the 51 grid ellipse. This agrees very well with the 7 percent cloud

fraction obtained visually; however, this adjustment would produce a negative

fraction for the central grid alone.

The difficulties in obtaining reliable fractional cloud cover from the

reflection readings led to the conclusion that the visual estimate method

was the preferred analysis method. Subsequent satellite photos have all been

analyzed by the visual estimation method using the rectangular grids centered

over the primary measurement site. Comparisons of satellite derived fractional

cloud cover to ground based values will be made below.

B. Ground Based Fractional Cloud Cover

F

	

	 Fractional cloud cover can be obtained from the ground by visual esti-

mation from trained observers or from whole sky photographs. Visual esti-

w
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mates are available from trained observers at the Neath.M Office of the Langley

Air Force Base, Third Weather Squadron. These estimates are made hourly

and a copy of these observations is obtained on a monthly basis to sup-

plement the photographs made at the primary measurement site. Only cloud

fractions estimated for cumuliform cloud cover is used in the data analysis.

Whole sky photographs are taken at the primary measurement site as discuss-

ed in the semiannual status report (February 1981). A Ricoh n-2, 35®

Slit camera with an Aetna fi;shwaye adaptor lens photographs all the visible

sky within an effective angle of 850 from the zenith. Visual cloud estimates

at Hampton Institute were made to accompany many of the photographs.

1. Calibration of the Fish-Bye Lens

The relationship between image location on the film and the object4a

original position or direction had to be ascertained before an analysis grid

could be designed. A direct relationship was expected (Lund and Shanklin,

1912) between an object's angular position and the distance from the cor-

responding image to the center of the photograph. Preliminary testing of the

camera and fish-eye lens combination indicated that the maximum practical

angular view was about 850 from the principal axis of the lens system. A

calibration experiment was conducted to test this range and to test the

linearity of the image position versus the object direction. A classroom

wall was selected as the object since a flat surface of considerable size

was required. The width of the wall was 6.1 m (20 feet) and the height was

2.4 m (8 feet). The zamera to wall distance was set at 26 . 7 cm (10.50

inches) so that the intersection of the walls would be 85.00 in the horizontal

direction. Using this set distance, positions were calculated for twenty

angles. For every five degrees below 40 0 , circles were drawn on a 10"x15"

sheet of paper by computer. For angles greater than 40 0 , positions were

marked on the wall by hand for every 45 0 in azimuth. Figure 6 is a copy

F

F'^
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of one of the calibration photos. The bright spots along the 0 0 and 1800

directions are the 850 positions illuminated. Additional points for the

calibration were obtained by wing the very regular specing of the building

blocks. Measurement of all these positions on the two calibration photos

provided 39 data points with experimental uncertainties determined by com-

paring the two photos and the different directions for the same orientation

angles. The uncertainties were used in the statistical weighting for the

linear least-squares fit to the data. A slight discrepancy was observed

for points above the camera versus points below the camera. This was

attributed to a slight vertical misalignment of the camera system which was

leveled by the use of a small bubble level.

Figure 7 shows the distance of the image from the center of the photo

versus the angular orientation of the object for the calibration of the

whole sky camera system. The position of an image is a linear function of

the object's angular position as seen in this figure. The scale factor is

a function of the size of the enlarged photograph and is not particularly

significant. The important thing is that the edge of the circular photo

is 85.00 , the center is 00 , and any position between the center and the out-

side edge is linearly related to the angular position of the object.

2. Analysis Grid Design

The symmetry of the photographs and the object angle -image position

dependence suggest that a series of concentric rings divided into equal

segments be used instead of a rectangular grid pattern. A similar grid

was developed by Lund and Shanklin (1960). The practical limit of 850

from zenith means that only clouds nearby the primary measurement site can

be photographed. This range is only a few kilometers for very low cumulus

clouds and about 50 km for altocumulus and other middle level clouds. In
r-

iiG.-
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relation to the satellite photo, only clouds within the central grid are

visible in the ground..based photo for low clouds,and one or two grids from

the center for higher clouds. This small region near th. . earth's surface

can be treated as being flat as long as the clouds all have the same base

altitude. The distance R from the zenith direction and the cloud height h

are related by R - h tan 0, where theta can be determined from the photo-

graph. The area of a ring segment is a fraction of the total ring area

n(r2 - r2 - Ah2
 
(tan 202 - tan 201 ) and the total area represented in the

photo is A2 tang 85o. Fractional cloud cover f for a ring can be taken

as the average fractional cloud cover for that ring. Thus f - lEn(fj)

where n is the number of equal segments and f  is the fractional cloud cover

for the J-th segment. The fractional cloud cover F for the entire circular

field of view is equal to the total cloudy area divided by the total area.

This definition becomes

N
E	 nh2f i 

(tan 201 - tan 201-1)

2A tan 0N

The total area only depends upon the angle ON of the last ring used and the

cloud height. This last ring represents 85 0 if the full sky photo is used.

Thus the final fractional cloud cover for N rings is equal to a weighted sum

of individual ring cloud fractions; that is,

N	 (tan 201 - tan 201
-1F - E (f iwi ) with w  -	 2

i-1	 tan ON

For i - 1, set 0i-1 " 00 - 0 since the first "ring" is a circle of radius h x

tan 01 6 Note that w  does not depend on cloud height as long as the height

far all clouds is the same throughout the view of the camera.

F'

1

1
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j	 Angular positions for equally weighted rings were calculated and found

i	 to be impractical since these areas all fall near the outside edge of the
i

photo. Practical estimation of cloud cover over a section of a circle or

ring requires that the areas be relatively small. The final analysis grid

is shown in Figure S (page 33). Seven ringd, chosen for convenient ring

size and angles, veto segmented radially into eight equal segments. The

angles and corresponding weighting factors are listed in Table III using

all seven rings for the weight factor calculation. The dotted circles divide

the first six rings into half areas. The lighter sector lines divide each

segment in half. The half area lines are used to reduce the uncertainty

in estimating cloud cover over each section to about five percent. The

outermost ring is not divided in half by a dotted line because the half

area line nearly overlaps the outer ring. The weight factor for the out-

side ring is very large, thus the outside ring (and any errors in its evalua-

tion) strongly influences the final fractional cloud cover. This outer

region of the photo is also where the sides of clotids are most noticeable.

Most cloud fractions reported here are calculated using only the first

five sings and the appropriately modified weighting factors. The outer

two rings are only used for very small fractional cloud cover when the

clouds are usually near the horizon and sparsely distributed in space.

As a preliminary test of the photographic analysis technique, two

photos of a rapidly changing cloud pattern were taker, at slightly different

times. Figures 9 and 10 are copies of photographs taken at 1350 and 1355

EST on February 25, 1981. The movement of the clouds is evident as shown

by the relative size and location of the clear sky regions. Aralvsis of

the two photos produced cloud fractions of 592 for the 1350 EST photo and

572 for the 1355 EST photo. An independent analysis of the 1355 BST photo

by a student assistant produced a value of 551. A similar analysis of two
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photos taken April 6, 1981 at 1400 and 1406 NOT produced 80 and 82x, reapec-

i	 tively. It was concluded that the analysis technique was correct.
{

The primary drawbacks for the method are related to the correct identifi-

cation of cloud edges, sides and bottoms in the black and white photographs.

A dark cloud bottom is not readily distinguishable from a clear area when

It is at an angular position greater than about 60o. Cloud sides can also

appear to be as large as a cloud bottom at the larger angles. Linear dis-

tance in space is scaled to radial position on the photograph by the arc-

tangent function which means that far away objects are compressed drastically

near the outer edge of the photo. Hazy conditions and thin cloud cover

can also obscure cloud features. A red filter and a polarizer are being

used to improve contrast and reduce glare. Color prints would help solve

part of the problem but color photographs are considerably more expensive

and difficult to develop.

C. Comparison of Fractional Cloud Cover Determination Methods

The fractional cloud cover values obtained by one method can be compared

to values obtained by either of the other two methods to verify that each

method is measuring the same thing. Comparisons to radiometric data will

be discussed in the section on Correlation with Fractional Cloud Cover.

8xcellent agreement between the ground-based and satellite photometric

results were obtained for the four test cases listed in Table IV. Since

the satellite photoprints were used primarily to supplement ground based

observations, only a small number of photoprints were obtained for this kind

of test. The selected satellite-derived cloud fractions are underlined

beneath the proper grid area heading in Table IV. The selection of single

central grid results versus multiple grid area results is determined by

overall cloud fraction and by cloud height. For the test cases only fairly
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low, simple cumulus, clouds were visible in either the ground based photo

or the satellite photo. This cloud height restricted the possible field of

view on the ground to a smaller area than that represented by the W grid

area on the satellite photo. Note than fifty percent cloud cover further

reduces the effective field of view since clear areas are hidden by clouds

located between the camera and the clearings. This reduced area is only a

small portion of the central satellite grid. Therefore for low level clouds

and large fractional cloud cover, the lxl or ceattal. grid value is under-

lined. The 3x3 grid area is selected for smaller fractional cloud cover

values. In general, the ground based photo results and satellite photo

results agree well when the same region of sky is evaluated.

The distribution of clouds over a large region is generally ununiform

and time dependent. Fractional cloud cover is also location and time de-

pendent with appreciable changes occurring over distances of a few kilometers

and over time intervals of a few minutes. The lack of uniformity in cloud

fraction is observable in the April 24, 1981 data presented in Table IV

by comparing the results for different size grid areas. since a shift of more

than ten percent in each averat, indicates larger individual differences.

This general behavior to also evident in any satellite photo with clouds pre-

sent. This dependence on location introduces considerable uncertainty

when two different widely separated sites are compared. However, a generally

good correlation should exist between cloud cover measurements made at

Langley Air Force Base (LAFB) and at Hampton Institute (HI) because the sky

between the two is visible to both. The separation of the two sites is

only about seven kilometers. Visual estimation of cloud cover is made

regularly at LAFB every hour of the day by trained observers. W. Thomas

Griff ic, the Research 14 sociate on this grant, has made a number of visual
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cloud cover estimstes at HI to accompany the ground-based photographs.

He has had some formal training in the astirstion of cloud cover •bile a

graduate student at the University of Mis:higan. His visually estimated

cloud cover fractions correlated well with the LAYS visual estimates and with

both the satellite and ground-based photographic results as seen in Table V.

A graph of fractional cloud cover obtained from the 3x3 grid area on the

satellite photoprints plotted against the visual cloud cover estimations made

at HI is shown in Figure 11. A similiar plot for ground-based photograph results

versus visual estimations at HI is shown in Figure 12. Comparisons of theme

cloud cover measurements were also made to LAFB visual estimates as shown in

Figures 13 and 14. The save type of calculation was done for the single (1x1)

and for the 5x5 grid area on the satellite photoprints. The linear regression

coefficient and the number of data points are listed in Table V for each correla-

tion. The best correlations were obtained for the 30 grid area for the satellite

photoprint analysis method. The linear regression coefficients for the ground-

based photographs and the satellite photoprint analysis methods have their

largest values when correlated to the visual estimates made at HI. Many of the

LAFB visual fractions used in the correlations are averages of the visual estimates

at the beginning and at the and of each hour; whereas, all the HI visual estimates

were made at the time of the photograph. Some averages of HI visual estimates

were used in the correlation to the satellite-derived results since satellite

photos are available only on the hour or half hour. The relatively low regression

coefficients for the ground-based photographs is probably due to the much smaller

field of view analyzed by this method.

The three different fractional cloud cover determination methods agree

very well with one another when similar sky areas are analysed. The best

satellite photoprint analysis method developed was to estimate visually cloud



cover for each grid within a US grid eta and average the fractions.

Each grid represented a 24224 hem &gnare on the ground. The I=w U3 Pb

area corresponds well with the other measurement methods for abort-time

Interval fractional cloud cover values. The full W grid should help time

average as the clouds move about. Ground-based photograph results are

valid for wall sky area and short time intervals. This method is but used

for small, widely scattered. low clouds that are hard to identify in a

satellite photo because of satellite sensor resolution or low reflectivity

of the clouds.

III. RADIOhhMIC AND METBOROLOGICAL DATA ANALTSI8

Continuous radiometric data collection commenced in February for global

solar irradiance and in March for atmospheric emittance. An insufficient

amount of diffuse solar irradiance data is available for significant analysis

In this seport. Meteorological data pertaining to clouds have been collected

from the Third Weather Squadron at Langley Air Force Base (LAFS) for the

months of March through June 1981. Fractional cloud cover data for this

period have been obtained by the various methods discussed in the Fractional

Cloud Cover Determination section of this report.

Average hourly values for global solar irradiance and atmospheric

smittance (emitted infrared radiation) have been calculated for each hour

of the day for each month of continuous operation. The average diurnal varia-

tion of global solar irradian.« for the month of March is plotted in Figure

15. Average hourly global solar and atmospheric emitted irradiance are plotted

together for the months of April. May. and June in Figures 16. 17. and 18.

respectively. The decrease in average midday global irradiance from April

to May is caused by a general increase in cloud cover during the 1000 to

1400 SST time period. If the cloud cover had remained unchanged, the mid-

day global irradiance would have increased as the solar elevation at solar
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noon increased from !larch through June.

The frequency of occurrence of certain sky cover fractions can be

obtained from the LAYS observation data set. The number of times that each

ten percent fractional cloud cover estimate was recorded during the month of

March is plotted in Figure 19. All twenty-four hourly observations made

sacA day are presented in the histogram. The distribution of cloud fractions

Is not uniform. Total cloud cover (LOOS cloud cover) is the most frequently

reported value, and only about one-half of the observations fall in the

partly cloudy (10-905 cloud cover) range. These sky cover fractions in-

clude transparent and seal-transparent clouds. Similar plots for other months,

for restricted time periods, and for opaque cloud cover will be completed

during the next month. Some opaque cloud cover results can be obtained

from the LAFB data by careful observation of the cloud type codes.

IV. CORRELATIONS WITH FRACTIONAL CLOUD COVER

An empirical model developed by the Air Resources Laboratory (ARL)

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration was selected for

correlation of the global solar irradiance data with fractional cloud

cover values. This is an established model used by many meteorological

stations, and results are collected by the National Climatic Center in

Asheville, North Carolina. The model is used to correlate hourly average

global solar irradiance with opaque cloud cover which makes it particularly

	

11	 compatible with our solar energy and cloud cover measurement program.

Another reasonfor selecting this model is that the results of this type

of correlation for other measurement sites are readily available , and these

results of the correlation can be used for comparison to other measurement

sites in order to establish the uniqueness or representativeness of the measure-

ment site at Hampton Institute.
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	 The major factors that affect the smount of global solar energy received

at the ground on a flat surface are solar zenith angle and opaque cloud

cover. The ARL empirical equations selected for use with our measurements

are:

(1) SRC - A0 + Al cos ZA + A2 coo  ZA + A3 coo 3ZA, and

(2) SR - % + B1 OPQ + B2 OPg2 + B3 OPQ3 + % RN.

SRC is the solar radiation hourly values for clear sky conditions and SR

Is the value for cloudy sky conditions. ZA is the zenith angle at the mid-

point of each hour interval, and OPQ is the fractional opaque cloud cover.

RN is a rain term that is equal to one if some form of precipitation is

reported; otherwise it is zero. The coefficients for the first regres-

sion equation are calculated separately for mornings, and afternoons, for

each month of the year in order to partially account for diurnal and seasonal

changes in atmospheric turbidity, water vapor, and other such factors.

The first and last partial hours of the day are not included in the regression

calculation. The coefficients for the second equation are normally calculated

for mornings, and for afternoons, using a full year of data at a time.

A. Clear Sky Results

The clear sky data have to be analyzed before the cloudy sky data can

be normalized by its solar zenith angle dependence (time of day dependence).

Determination of clear sky hours was made using the LAFB cloud observation

r

	 data set. A plot of hourly values of the clear sky global solar for March

mornings is shown in Figure 20(a). There were only ten full hours of clear

sky in the mornings during the month of March. The line plotted through

:he data was obtained by the Marquardt ' s nonlinear least-squares method

(Marquardt) using equation 1. The regression coefficients are listed in
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Table Vt. The results for the afternoon clear sky data are plotted in

Figure 20(b) and are also listed in Table VI. The sign of AO in both re-

gressions is negative but if the combined morning and afternoon data are used,

the sign of AO becomes positive. Since AO is the "cos 8A" intercept in

equation 1, it can be interpreted as being related to the clear sky global

radiation value at sunrise or sunset when cos ZA becomes zero. This is out-

side the range of the fit to the data and causes AO to be sensitive to small

changes in the data. Comparison of these coefficients must be made with

great care. Analysis of a set of ARL coefficients (Kuhn) for various

meteorological data sites does not indicate a significant pattern for the

sign of the first coefficient. However, the term AO is much smaller in

magnitude than Al or A2 for all stations (usually only a few percent of Al

or A2).

Results for clear sky data for the month of April and for mornings in

May are presented in Table VI and in Figures 21 and 22. However, there were

no clear hours in the afternoons for May and there were only five for April.

The number of "clear" sky data points had to be increased in order to make

the regression coefficients meaningful and to normalise the cloudy data

for afternoons in May.

Analysis of the LAFB cloud observations produced a number of hours

with small fractional cloud cover composed of cirrus or altocumulus clouds

that were coded as being transparent, semitransparent, or "thin." The strip

chart trace for each of these hours was examined. Global radiation values

for these very thin cloud conditions were added to the clear sky data as

long as the strip chart trace showed the smooth behavior characteristic

if clear sky. The effect of clouds upon the global irradiance is evident

in Figure 23 which is a copy of the PSP and PIR traces for April 27, 1981

M,
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for a aide range of fractional cloud cover. Regression coefficients with

thin clouds present are listed in Table V1 along with the total number of

points used. In Figures 20 and 21, each clew sky data point is indicated

by an V' and the resultant least squares fit is drawn as a dashed curve.

The data with thin clouds present scatter around the clear sky data rather

well and extend the region of the fit to larger smith angles. Mote that

the AO values for the morning and afternoon data for April and May have the

proper magnitude relative to the A i and A2 values. No thin cloud points were

added to the March dataoso the value for AO was obtained from only a few

data point% a relatively large distance from the ninety degree point.

The coefficients Al , A2 and A3 should be obtained from the results of

the larger data sets for morning or afternoons over the three-month period.

The ARL results for other sites (Kuhn) show that Al and A2 are approximately

equal and that A 3 to much smaller and negative. The preliminary results

presented here suggest that A 2 is nearly 3 or 4 times as large as A l , but

the probable error in these coefficients does not rule out compatibility

with the other radiometer data sites. The general magnitudes and signs

are consistent.

B. Cloudy Sky Results

The cloudy sky to the clear sky global solar irradiance ratios were

calculated for mornings and afternoons for each month. The regression co-

efficients for clear sky mornings, and for clear sky afternoons, were used

In Equation 1 to estimate the clear sky irradiance for each hour interval.

The cloudy sky data were then fitted to Equation 2 using the Marquardt's

nonlinear least-squares method. Three sets of data for each month were

generated by using the fractional cloud cover determined by satellite photo-

print analysis, ground based photograph analysis, and by LAPB visual esti-

i

t



The wide scatter in the data indicates that the global radiation is
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orations. The LAFB observations were used to provide a conaon set of clear

and totally cloudy points for each set since photos are not taken of clear

or totally cloudy skies. Table VII lists the regression coafficients for

each analysis. The data for March are plotted in Figure 24 with each

satellite derived value denoted by an "o" and each ground-based photograph

derived value denoted by a "+". There were only two ground-based photographs

analyzed for the month of March since the photographic analysis and develop-

ment procedures were dust being completed. The linear regression for the

LAFB visuals is indicated by the solid line and for the satellite data by

the broken line.

The cloudy sky global irradiance divided by the clear sky global ir-

radiance is plotted for April and May in Figures 25 and 26, respectively.

The regression coefficients are listed in Table VII. The first coefficient,

B0, should be equal to one since it is the value of the cloudy to clear

ratio at zero opaque cloud cover (clear sky). The last coefficient, B4,

is the average difference between the cloudy/clear ratios at 1002 cloud

cover with and without precipitation. This is because precipitation normally

occurs for only totally cloudy conditions. The wide range in values for the

other three coefficients does not allow a vary meaningful analysis or com-

parison to published coefficients for other sites. All three graphs show

considerable scatter in the cloudy/clear global fraction at cloud cover

fractions greater than about ten percent. The corresponding scatter in

fractional cloud cover values for a given ratio is very large, certainly

more than the uncertainty in any of the cloud fractions. The spread is not

explainable by the difference between the visual estimation site (LAFB)

nd the radiometric site (HI) because the ground-based and satellite photo-

graphic results show the same amount of scatter.

..I
i
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not a sisiple function of fractional cloud cover and zenith angle. The strip

chart trace for global solar irradiance on April 27, 1981, is shown in 71 Sur a

23. The large reduction in energy received for total cloud cover is evident

by comparing the trace before 0800 88T to the clear sky trace after 1600 BST.

The trace for a clear day is normally smooth and nearly symmetrical about

solar noon (1203 BST). The effect of 60-80 % cloud cover can be observed

between 1000 and 1600 BST that same day. The difference in the effect of

partly-cloudy conditions seems to be primarily in the amount of time that the

direct sun is obscured.

C. CONCLUSION AND SUMOM

A major portion of the objectives of Phase I of the proposed three-year

research project has been attained. The radiometric measurement program Was

completed for global solar and atmospheric emitted radiation. Direct and

diffuse solar irradiance measurements will be in continuous operation as soon

as permanent electrical power is made available. Fractional cloud cover can

be routinely measured on a local scale by ground-based photographic techniques

and on a larger scale by satellite photoprint analysis. A standard model has

been selected for correlation between normalised global irradiance and fractional

cloud cover. Cloudy sky global solar irradiance can be normalized by the expected

clear sky values using the ARL model. Atmospheric emittance was not compared

to fractional cloud cover because of the extremely weak dependence on cloud

cover evident in the strip chart trace (see, for example, the trace shown in

Figure 23). The regression coefficients, obtained by use of the ARL equations,

are generally too indefinite and are valid for too short a time interval to

provide meaningful analysis. The characteristics of the ground-based photo-

graphs have been established and can be used for measurements of cloud

ge,metry in later phases of this project.
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TARX I

RADI MMUC	 ALGID WAVE XRM CAFAJM. rZ8

Instrument

Eppley precision spectral Pyranometer

Eppley Precision Infrared Radiometer

Eppley Nosmal IncidenCe Pyrhaliameter

Eppley y ^eden Absolute Cavity

Additional Mwele *th	 for the
Pyranometers and^i,ometers

Volz SuVhotmeter

No-met, Observoet1m ybalwAgh R.^

0.285 to 2.8 microns

4.0 to 50.0 =Loans

0.285 to 4.5 microns

0.2 to 50 microns

0.53 to 2 . 8 ndcrans

0.63 to 2.8 microns

0.70,to 2.8 adcrans

Center of Band - Halfwidth

380 m -	 11 m
500 m -	 40 tm

875 rm -	 17 tm

940 tm -	 16 tm

.1



TABLE: I1 

SOUR Il?BAD-C 

Globai 

Direct 

Diffuse 

Data kequary Starting Ikte 

E p p l w  PSP with clear glass cart- on Febmaq 17, 1981 
strip &art recorder 

E P P 1 ~  NIP With Wz glass hteez18ted signals a Septenber 1981 
and solar tracker printed at me hrxa 

Eppley PSP with clear glass intends Septe&er 1981 
and occult ing disk 

W C  Eppley PIR cant* & an ?brch 18, 1981 
strip chart recorder 
Integrated signals are 
printed at me hour 
intervals 

Aerosol Extinctim Volz !3mpbtaneter 
@ 380 and 875 m 

Turbidity @ 500 nm 
Precipitable Water 

Appmdnmtely a~ hour March 24, 1981 
intenrals for clear sky 
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Figure 8 . Anal,, ►sis Grid for Promd-Rased I-fiole Sky Photographs. Dotted circles
represent half area ring segments. The light radial lines are half
area sector lines. This overlay grid is centered over the photograph
with the outside ring located at the edge of the photograph.

Table III RDC POSITION AM 6£I.f1' FA(.RMS MR 11iF GR Xr)-FASFD PH[7IVCRAPH
ANALYSIS =:RIL`

#
Angle 2

A Tan 0
Weight Factor	 Half Aea	 Angle 2A Tat	 0

--	 (degrees) _-- (with N-7) i # (degrees) __--

1 30 0.333 0.003 1 22.2 0.167
2 50 1.087 0.008 2 43.1. 0.543
3 60 1.580 0.012 3 56.1 0.790
4 70 4.549 0.035 4 66.5 2.274
5 75 6.380 0.049 5 73.0 3.190
6 80 18.235 0.140 6 78.2 9.118
7 85 98.483 0.7554 (7) 83.7 49.242
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IV 0111PARISON OF FRACTTnNAL CWJD COVER OBTADW) FRnM (IR(1 M-MM

PN'7DO 'VAPH ANALYSTS Pi M SATEMM PWArPRINI' ANALYSTS

Photo Date (round Based Photograph Satellite Photoprint

Time	 Fraction Time	 Fractions (per cent) using the
(ESi) (per cent) (FSI')	 1x1 - 3x3 - 5x5	 grid areas

Feb.	 25,	 1981 1355	 57 1401	 50	 53	 47

Mar.	 3,	 1981 0900	 2 0901	 0	 3	 5

Apr.	 24,	 1981 1441	 60 1431	 65	 83	 76

May	 1,	 1981 1328	 22 1331	 10	 24	 21

Selected satellite photoprint derived fractions are underlined. 	 The 3x3 grid	 area

is used for low fractional cloud cover and the single grid area is used for higher
fractions as discussed in the text.

TABLE V	 RFJWgSIO"J MFFFI:IFXN MR FRA(7, inNAL (7,"TD M YER WMD M4PARIC()NS

WNW-

Method C neared

HI Visuals

Ground Based Photos

Satellite (Yid Areas

1x1

3x3

5x5

Linear Regression Coefficients

No. of LAFB Visual No. of 	 HI Visual
Points	 Estimates Points 	 Estimates

28	 0.80	 -	 -

19	 0.66	 18	 0.79

29 0.75 14 0.79

29 0.88 14 0.92

29 0.84 14 0.88

L
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TABLE VI	 AM. RU RE.SSI V (71F.FFICM?M FM C[FAR SKY WAAL RRAR IRRADIANCE

Data Correlated to Equation #1 Number	 Regression Ocet ficienta (Wh!m2)

of Points AO	Al	 A2	 A3
March - Mornings

clear sky only	 10	 - 67	 982	 261	 - 128

March - Afternoons

clear sky only 14 -	 52 1070 - 233 314

March - Mornings & Afternoons

clear sky only 24 43 267 1568 - 911

April - Mornings

clear sky only 8 - 248 1690 - 717 310

clear & thin clouuls 19 -	 29 758 578 - 267

April - After o ms

clear skv only 5 192 - 434 2648 -1426

clear & thin clouds 17 -	 14 572 761 - 379

May - Mornings

clear sky only 9 87 148 1181 - 434

clear & thin clouds 32 12 395 1108 - 533

Mav - Afternoons

c l ear sky only 0 - - - -

clear & thin clouds 12 48 166 1844 -1065

March, April & May - Mornings

clear sky only 27 -	 124 1173 -	 44 - 174

clear & thin clouds 61 15 -)50 1440 - 838

March, April & May - Afternoons

clear sky only 19 -	 37 926 132 47

clear & thin clouds 58 9 489 1179 - 666
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versus the angular position of the object as measured from the
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Figure !	 PvLrage Diumal Variation of Global Solar Irradiance and Atampheric
Unittance for April 1981. Toe average global and atmospheric (IF)
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.	 March 1981 - Cloudy/Clear Global
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FRACTIONAL CLOUD COVLR

Figure 24. Cloudy to Clear Global Solar Irradiance Ratio versus L4)aque Cloud
Cover for the Mkmth of March. •lie dots reDresent LAF6 cloi)d fractions
and ;act, 0 represents a satellite-derived cloud cover fraction.
The rw plus marns oesigtate groina - eased pt-x,e ograph derived n racticros .
'D-w- solid line is the result of the least squares fit to the LAF6
visual estimates using equation 2. The broken line is for ti-w-- satellite
photnprint derived fractions.
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I April 1981 - Cloudy/Clear Global
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Figure 25. Cloudy to Clear Global Solar Irradiance Ratio versus Opaque Cloud
► 	 Cover for the Month of April 1981. The dots represent the LAF3
l	 cloud cover fractions and each 0 represents a satellite-derived 	 !
t	 cloud cover fraction. Each + designates ground-based photograph

c.xived fractions. The solid line is the result of the least squares
fit to the IAF'd visual estimates usinf, equation 2. The dashed line
is for the ground-based photograph results and tine dash-dot line for
the satellite results.
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Figure 26. Cloudy to Clear Global Solar Irradiance ttatio versus i^-)aque Cloud
Cover for the Month of May 1981. The dots represent the LAFB cloud
fractions and each 0 revresents satellite-derived fractions. I:,ai
+ designates aground-based photographic result, The solid I i-
is the result of the least squares to to the IAFB visual estiretes
using equation 2. The dashed line is for the ground based photograph
results aid the dash-dot line for the satellite results.
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